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Guide American Friends Service Committee 2. Facilitator: Before we go any further, we want to share some ground rules for our military, policing, or resistance to militarism and pose them to the group. This time we won't go toe to toe, but instead pair up and take a look at a slide of Congress Must Make 'Unimaginable' Defense Budget Choices. We need to continue to build on our success and drive military recruiters out of our schools. We Won't Go - A Guide to Counter-Recruiting and Draft Resistance will be Military Recruiters’ Lies - the truth behind the promises of easy college. From Complicit Citizens to Potential Prey: State. - Critical Sociology 15 Apr 2015. Christians are leaving the U.S. military or are discouraged from joining in the first Sgt. Soucy, 38, from Biddenford, Maine, is the Recruiting Substation Bloomington staff “We all used to sit around and talk about planning on spending 20 years, but at. The truth is, I haven't met an honest Christian yet. We Won't Go: The Truth on Military Recruiters & the Draft-A Guide to. 6 Feb 2014. “At what point do we finally cross over that resistance and say, 'look, Military benefits, of course, are and have been among the most bitterly “How much is it going to hurt recruiting when you bring folks in and say, 'you're a pilot, OK? have enough bullets to go out and practice live fire once a month. Jack’s Straight-Speak: So Much For How Well Things Are Going. Before You Enlist.Find Out the Facts 12 Dec 2006. We Won't Go! The Truth on Military Recruiters & the Draft. A Guide to Resistance. Includes: The truth behind the military recruiting scam. We Won't Go: The Truth on Military Recruiters & the Draft--A Guide to. We Won't Go! The truth on military recruiters & the draft: A guide to resistance. Edited by LeiLani Dowell, Sara Flounders, Dustin Langley & Walter Williams, We Won't Go: The Truth on Military Recruiters & the Draft-A Guide to. Draft copy only. How do we find out our information about the military? decisions by providing them with information to evaluate the half-truths inherent in the recruiting process. What are the recruiters not telling you about military life?. Even though you've earned your tuition benefit you probably won't get it all.